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this book describes the physical mechanism of high frequency radio frequency capacitive discharge rfcd of low and medium

pressure and the properties of discharge plasma in detail the main properties and characteristics of rfcd the features of electric

breakdown in a high frequency field are also investigated the properties of near electrode layers of a spatial discharge the nature

of the electric field in them and the processes of charge transport to electrodes are explored the work is intended for scientists

engaged in gas discharge physics and low temperature plasmas graduate students and students of physics physical chemistry and

relevant specialties electric glow discharges glows can be found almost everywhere from atmospheric electricity to modern plasma

technologies and have long been the object of research the main purpose of this book is to provide simple illustrations of the basic

physical mechanisms and principles that determine the properties of electric glow discharges it should enable readers to

successfully participate in scientific and technical progress here is both a textbook for beginners and a handbook for specialists in

plasma physics and gaseous electronics the book contains much useful data results of experiments and calculations and reference

data it provides estimates of typical parameters and formulas in forms suitable for computations gas discharges of all important

types are discussed breakdown glow arc spark and corona at radio frequency microwave and optical frequences the generation of

plasma and its application to high power gas lasers are treated in detail the series texts and monographs in theoretical physics

collects advanced texts on selected topics from the broad and varied field of theoretical physics the works in the series will enable

the readers to get a deep understanding of current topics in theoretical physics with a special emphasis on recent developments

they are aimed at advanced students and researchers in theoretical and mathematical physics and can also serve as secondary

reading for lectures and seminars at post graduate levels this book presents the theory of gas discharge plasmas in a didactical
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way it explains the processes in gas discharge plasmas a gas discharge plasma is an ionized gas which is supported by an

external electric field therefore its parameters are determined by processes in it the properties of a gas discharge plasma depend

on its gas component types of external fields their geometry and regimes of gas discharge fundamentals of a gas discharge

plasma include elementary radiative and transport processes which are included in its kinetics influence they are represented in

this book together with the analysis of simple gas discharges these general principles are applied to stationary gas discharge

plasmas of helium and argon the analysis of such plasmas under certain conditions is theoretically determined by numerical

plasma parameters for given regimes and conditions this is an up to date review of studies in the physics of pulsed electrical

discharges in a vacuum it gives the reader detailed information on the processes occurring at electrodes and in vacuum gaps and

on the mechanisms of discharge initiation and development modern techniques and equipment are described in detail their high

temporal and spatial resolution may be used to solve a number of problems concerning the short term and microscopic aspects of

discharges a summary is given of a great deal of experimental data on the kinetics of vacuum breakdown the authors used these

results to identify a series of steps in the vacuum breakdown phenomenon they were the first to discover and describe the

explosive electron emission phenomenon and to show its fundamental role in the spark and the arc stages of a discharge the

information in this book may encourage the reader to design new experiments the results presented may be applied to solve

specific research or engineering problems absorbing monograph by expert sets forth most of known properties of lightning cloud

and lightning charges stepped leader return stroke dart leader lightning on other planets thunder more 144 illustrations this book

resulted from the nato advanced research workshop on electron kinetics and applications of glow discharges held in st petersburg

russia on may 19 23 1997 glow discharges have found widespread applications in many technological processes from the

manufacture of semiconductors to recent developments in na technology to the traditional fields of gas lasers and discharge lamps

consequently the interest in the physics of glow discharges has experienced yet another resurgence of interest while the non
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equilibrium character of glow discharges is widely accepted the opinion still prevails that the main features can be captured by fluid

models and that kinetic treatments are only required for the understanding of subtle details the erroneousness of this belief is

demonstrated by the failure of fluid models to describe many basic features of glow discharges such as for instance electrode

phenomena striations and collisionless heating effects an adequate description of glow discharges thus has to be of kinetic nature

this is an up to date review of studies in the physics of pulsed electrical discharges in a vacuum it gives the reader detailed

information on the processes occurring at electrodes and in vacuum gaps and on the mechanisms of discharge initiation and

development modern techniques and equipment are described in detail their high temporal and spatial resolution may be used to

solve a number of problems concerning the short term and microscopic aspects of discharges a summary is given of a great deal

of experimental data on the kinetics of vacuum breakdown the authors used these results to identify a series of steps in the

vacuum breakdown phenomenon they were the first to discover and describe the explosive electron emission phenomenon and to

show its fundamental role in the spark and the arc stages of a discharge the information in this book may encourage the reader to

design new experiments the results presented may be applied to solve specific research or engineering problems the book

describes the main physical processes and phenomena in pulsed electric breakdown the knowledge and the control of the electric

breakdown of liquids is important not only for the insulation inside power systems but it is also used for the creation and

information of high voltage and high current pulses such high voltage micro and nanosecond pulses find wide application in

experimental physics electro discharge technology physics of dielectrics radar detection and ranging high speed photography

physical models of gas discharge processes in gas flows and numerical simulation methods which are used for numerical

simulation of these phenomena are considered in the book significant attention is given to a solution of two dimensional problems

of physical mechanics of electric arc radio frequency micro wave and optical discharges as well as to investigation of

electrodynamic structure of direct current glow discharges problems of modern computational magnetohydrodynamics mhd are
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considered also prospects of the different kinds of discharges use in aerospace applications are discussed this book is intended

for scientists and engineers concerned with physical gas dynamics physics of the low temperature plasma and gas discharges and

also for students and post graduate students of physical and technical specialties of universities plasma methods that effectively

combine ultraviolet radiation active chemicals and high electric fields offer an alternative to conventional water treatment methods

however knowledge of the electric breakdown of liquids has not kept pace with this increasing interest mostly due to the

complexity of phenomena related to the plasma breakdown process plasma discharge in liquid water treatment and applications

provides engineers and scientists with a fundamental understanding of the physical and chemical phenomena associated with

plasma discharges in liquids particularly in water it also examines state of the art plasma assisted water treatment technologies the

physics applications of underwater plasma discharges the first part of the book describes the physical mechanism of pulsed

electric breakdown in water and other liquids it looks at how plasma is generated in liquids and discusses the electronic and

bubble mechanism theories for how the electric discharge in liquid is initiated the second part of the book focuses on various water

treatment applications including decontamination of volatile organic compounds and remediation of contaminated water

microorganism sterilization and other biological applications cooling water treatment drawing extensively on recent research this

one stop reference combines the physics and applications of electric breakdown in liquids in a single volume it offers a valuable

resource for scientists engineers and students interested in the topic of plasmas in liquids proceedings of a nato arw held in

vimeiro portugal may 11 15 1992 a thorough update of the industry classic on principles of plasma processing the first edition of

principles of plasma discharges and materials processing published over a decade ago was lauded for its complete treatment of

both basic plasma physics and industrial plasma processing quickly becoming the primary reference for students and professionals

the second edition has been carefully updated and revised to reflect recent developments in the field and to further clarify the

presentation of basic principles along with in depth coverage of the fundamentals of plasma physics and chemistry the authors
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apply basic theory to plasma discharges including calculations of plasma parameters and the scaling of plasma parameters with

control parameters new and expanded topics include updated cross sections diffusion and diffusion solutions generalized bohm

criteria expanded treatment of dc sheaths langmuir probes in time varying fields electronegative discharges pulsed power

discharges dual frequency discharges high density rf sheaths and ion energy distributions hysteresis and instabilities helicon

discharges hollow cathode discharges ionized physical vapor deposition differential substrate charging with new chapters on dusty

plasmas and the kinetic theory of discharges graduate students and researchers in the field of plasma processing should find this

new edition more valuable than ever the first publication of its kind in the field this book describes comprehensively and

systematically radio frequency rf capacitive gas discharges of intermediate and low pressure and their application to gas laser

excitation and to plasma processing text presents the physics underlying rf discharges along with techniques for obtaining such

discharges experimental methods and results and theoretical and numerical modeling findings radio frequency capacitive

discharges is written by well known specialists in the field authors of many theoretical and experimental works they provide simple

and clear discussions of complicated physical phenomena a complete review on the state of the art is included this interesting new

book can be used as a textbook for students and postgraduates and as a comprehensive guidebook by specialists gas discharge

plasma is the most common type of low temperature plasma with a large number of practical applications covering almost all

areas of modern science and technology this book is an introduction to the numerical modeling methods for gas discharge

plasmas it is intended to assist and direct graduate students and junior researchers whose research activity deals with

computational plasma physics topics covered include the essentials of basic modelling approaches particle fluid and hybrid for gas

discharges and the implementation of these methods with examples of glow dc and rf discharges numerical studies of nonlinear

dynamics and formation of spatio temporal patterns in gas discharge systems are also presented key features focuses solely on

gas discharge plasmas covers basic modelling techniques including particle fluid and hybrid provides details of applications and
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implementation for the considered methods special emphasis is given to the applicability and reliability of different modelling

techniques provides specific examples of numerical simulations of the gas discharge plasmas this book describes the physical

mechanism of high frequency radio frequency capacitive discharge rfcd of low and medium pressure and the properties of

discharge plasma in detail the main properties and characteristics of rfcd the features of electric breakdown in a high frequency

field are also investigated the properties of near electrode layers of a spatial discharge the nature of the electric field in them and

the processes of charge transport to electrodes are explored the work is intended for scientists engaged in gas discharge physics

and low temperature plasmas graduate students and students of physics physical chemistry and relevant specialties gas

discharges are of interest for many processes in mechanics manufacturing materials science and aerophysics to understand the

physics behind the phenomena is of key importance for the effective use and development of gas discharge devices this

worktreats methods of computational modeling of electrodischarge processes and dynamics of partially ionized gases these

methods are necessary to tackleproblems of physical mechanics physics of gas discharges and aerophysics particular attention is

given to a solution of two dimensional problems of physical mechanics of glow discharges the use ofglow discharges in aerospace

technology is discussed as well the book is dedicated to results of fundamental investigations in the field of dense low temperature

plasma and their technical applications it also includes technical applications of the results in the following areas 1 pulse

discharges high power pulse plasma generators with power up to 10 gw and currents up to 3 ma have been created their

application in new plasma technologies creation of electric physical systems of bodies hyper acceleration on the basis of electric

discharge and combined units blowing of cones x ray and uv generation 2 discharge in flows stationary ac in three phase powerful

generators from 1 kw up to 80 mw working on various media new plasma technologies are developed on the basis of these

plasma generators these plasma technologies are used for processing and neutralisation of highly toxic waste synthesis gas co h2

and hydrogen production from organic containing waste for treatment of coals and slates for application in power engineering and
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production of liquid fuels 3 pulse discharge in liquids creation of devices for bactericidal water treatment and also for generation

charged oxide nanoparticles and their applications in medicine researches in the field of biology genetics and oncology

investigations into electrical discharges in gases is a compilation of scientific articles that covers the advances in the investigation

of the fundamental processes occurring in electrical discharges in gases and vapors the book details the different aspects of the

whole life cycle of an arc which include the initiation of a discharge its transition into an arc the lateral spread of the arc column

and the recovery of electric strength after extinction of an arc the text also discusses the methods for the dynamic measurement of

vapor density in the vicinity of electrical discharges along with the method for determining the surface current density at an anode

the selection will be of great use to researchers and practitioners of disciplines that deal with basic gas discharge market scientists

engineers and graduate students involved in the phenomenon of plasma physics this 1966 reference work is a compilation of

some of the most important plasma physics measurements published during the late 1950s and the early 1960s it offers a wealth

of useful information on elastic collision and charge transfer cross sections mobility and diffusion electron attachment and

detachment and recombination numerous fundamental principles make this a much consulted handbook on the physical

phenomena measurements and properties of plasma physics an advanced study institute on radiative processes in discharge

plasmas was held at the atholl palace hotel pitlochry perthshire scotland june 23 through july 5 1985 this publication is the pro

ceedings from that institute the institute was attended by eighty five participants and lecturers representing the united states

canada france west germany greece the netherlands portugal turkey the united kingdom and switzerland a distinguished faculty of

eighteen lecturers was assembled and the topical program organized with the assistance of an advisory committee composed of

dr john waymouth usa dr timm teich switzerland dr arthur phelps usa dr nicol peacock england professor erich kunhardt usa dr

anthony hyder usa and dr arthur guenther usa the underlying theme and objective of the institute was the enhance ment of

scientific communication and exchange among academic industrial and national laboratory groups having a common concern for
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radiative processes in discharge plasmas the program was organized into four major sessions sequentially treating the

fundamental science of visible and near visible radiation in plasmas the technology of discharge light sources recent and novel

methods for the generation of plasmas and an update on advances in laser based diagnostics each major session culmi nated in a

panel discussion comprised of the lecturers for that session lightning physics and lightning protection presents a comprehensive

and up to date review of lightning including its hazards and protection techniques the authors first discuss the effectiveness of

conventional protective measures supply technical advice and practical recommendations and explore the prospects for the

preventive control of a lightning leader followed by a discussion of the initiation of a leader and return stroke and subsequent

components after including measurements useful for understanding lightning and its effects the book describes the mechanism of

lightning discharge processes it then examines the effects of large aircraft high voltage lines and other high altitude constructions

on lightning trajectory and leader attraction the book concludes by studying the action of lightning s electrical and magnetic fields

and the lightning current on industrial premises power transmission lines underground communications aircraft and their electrical

circuits and the induction of a dangerous overvoltage a clear straightforward and systematic presentation of complicated material

lightning physics and lightning protection provides deep insight into the physics of lightning simple analytical estimates and a

detailed illustration of effects by computer simulation making this resource essential for those who investigate lightning phenomena

and who have to solve practical protection problems this book presents the application of pulsed electrical discharges in water and

water dispersions of metal nanoparticles in medicine surgery dentistry and oncology biology and ecology the intensive electrical

and shock waves represent a novel technique to destroy viruses and this way to prepare anti virus vaccines the method of pulsed

electrical discharges in water allows to decontaminate water from almost all known bacteria and spores of fungi being present in

human beings the nanoparticles used are not genotoxic and mutagenic this book is useful for researchers and graduate students

this 1933 volume is the second of two books making up the third edition of a 1903 original by british physicist sir joseph john
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thomson the text was greatly enlarged for this edition which resulted in its division into two parts and incorporates numerous

advances in research relating to the discharge of electricity through gases a uniquely practical book this monograph is the first to

describe basic and applied spectroscopic techniques for the study of physical processes in high frequency electrodeless discharge

lamps special attention is given to the construction and optimization of these lamps a popular source of line spectra and an

important tool in ultraprecise optical engineering highlights include discussions of high precision measurements of gas pressures

spectral source lifespan and more at the frontiers of physics and chemistry lies the new and rapidly emerging area of complex

plasma systems the study of complex plasma systems that contain colloid nano microscopic particles is now actively pursued in a

diverse range of scientific fields oco from plasma and gas discharge physics to astrophysics materials science and engineering

this book highlights in a systematic insightful and perceptive way the fundamental physics and industrial applications of complex

plasmas with emphasis on the conditions relevant to laboratory gas discharges and industrial plasma reactors it provides a

specialized and comprehensive description of the most recent theoretical experimental and modeling efforts to understand the

unique properties of complex plasma systems involving the stability dynamics and self organization of colloid particles and their

associations special attention is focused on the physical understanding of up to date developments in major technological

applications of micron and nano sized particles each chapter is presented in a concise and comprehensive manner with a

categorized overview of the underlying physics followed by an in depth description the book will appeal to scientists and

researchers as well as undergraduate and graduate students wishing to explore the flourishing interdisciplinary field of complex

plasma systems gas discharge plasma is the most common type of low temperature plasma with a large number of practical

applications covering almost all areas of modern science and technology this book is an introduction to the numerical modeling

methods for gas discharge plasmas it is intended to assist and direct graduate students and junior researchers whose research

activity deals with computational plasma physics topics covered include the essentials of basic modeling approaches particle fluid
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and hybrid for gas discharges and the implementation of these methods with examples of glow dc and rf discharges numerical

studies of nonlinear dynamics and formation of spatio temporal patterns in gas discharge systems are also presented gas

discharge plasma is the most common type of low temperature plasma with a large number of practical applications covering

almost all areas of modern science and technology this book is an introduction to the numerical modeling methods for gas

discharge plasmas it is intended to assist and direct graduate students and junior researchers whose research activity deals with

computational plasma physics topics covered include the essentials of basic modelling approaches particle fluid and hybrid for gas

discharges and the implementation of these methods with examples of glow dc and rf discharges numerical studies of nonlinear

dynamics and formation of spatio temporal patterns in gas discharge systems are also presented key features focuses solely on

gas discharge plasmas covers basic modelling techniques including particle fluid and hybrid provides details of applications and

implementation for the considered methods special emphasis is given to the applicability and reliability of different modelling

techniques provides specific examples of numerical simulations of the gas discharge plasmas this book is devoted to a thorough

investigation of the physics and applications of the vacuum arc a highly ionized metallic plasma source used in a number of

applications with emphasis on cathode spot phenomena and plasma formation the goal is to understand the origins and behavior

of the various complex and sometimes mysterious phenomena involved in arc formation such as cathode spots electrode

vaporization and near electrode plasma formation the book takes the reader from a model of dense cathode plasma based on

charge exchange ion atom collisions through a kinetic approach to cathode vaporization and on to metal thermophysical properties

of cathodes this picture is further enhanced by an in depth study of cathode jets and plasma acceleration the effects of magnetic

fields on cathode spot behavior and electrical characteristics of arcs and cathode spot dynamics the book also describes

applications to space propulsion thin film deposition laser plasma generation and magnetohydrodynamics making this

comprehensive and up to date volume a valuable resource for researchers in academia and industry discharge in long air gaps
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modelling and applications presents self consistent predictive dynamic models of positive and negative discharges in long air gaps

equivalent models are also derived to predict lightning parameters based on the similarities between long air gap discharges and

lightning flashes macroscopic air gap discharge parameters are calculated to solve electrical empirical and physical equations and

comparisons between computed and experimental results for various test configurations are presented and discussed this book is

intended to provide a fresh perspective by contributing an innovative approach to this research domain and universities with

programs in high voltage engineering will find this volume to be a working example of how to introduce the basics of electric

discharge phenomena high power impulse magnetron sputtering fundamentals technologies challenges and applications is an in

depth introduction to hipims that emphasizes how this novel sputtering technique differs from conventional magnetron processes in

terms of both discharge physics and the resulting thin film characteristics ionization of sputtered atoms is discussed in detail for

various target materials in addition the role of self sputtering secondary electron emission and the importance of controlling the

process gas dynamics both inert and reactive gases are examined in detail with an aim to generate stable hipims processes lastly

the book also looks at how to characterize the hipims discharge including essential diagnostic equipment experimental results and

simulations based on industrially relevant material systems are used to illustrate mechanisms controlling nucleation kinetics column

formation and microstructure evolution includes a comprehensive description of the hipims process from fundamental physics to

applications provides a distinctive link between the process plasma and thin film communities discusses the industrialization of

hipims and its real world applications as we enter the nanoelectronics era electrostatic discharge esd phenomena is an important

issue for everything from micro electronics to nanostructures this book provides insight into the operation and design of micro gaps

and nanogenerators with chapters on low capacitance esd design in advanced technologies electrical breakdown in micro gaps

nanogenerators from esd and theoretical prediction and optimization of triboelectric nanogenerators the information contained

herein will prove useful for for engineers and scientists that have an interest in esd physics and design this book presents two
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reviews from the cutting edge of russian plasma physics research the first review is devoted to the mechanisms of transverse

conductivity and generation of self consistent electric fields in strongly ionized magnetized plasma the second review considers

numerous aspects of turbulent transport in plasma and fluids this second review is focused on scaling arguments for describing

anomalous diffusion in the presence of complex structures this text is an introduction to the physics of collisional plasmas as

opposed to plasmas in space it is intended for graduate students in physics and engineering the first chapter introduces with

progressively increasing detail the fundamental concepts of plasma physic the motion of individual charged particles in various

configurations of electric and magnetic fields is detailed in the second chapter while the third chapter considers the collective

motion of the plasma particles described according to a hydrodynamic model the fourth chapter is most original in that it introduces

a general approach to energy balance valid for all types of discharges comprising direct current dc and high frequency hf

discharges including an applied static magnetic field the basic concepts required in this fourth chapter have been progressively

introduced in the previous chapters the text is enriched with approx 100 figures and alphabetical index and 45 fully resolved

problems mathematical and physical appendices provide complementary information or allow to go deeper in a given subject

specialists in different areas of microwave plasma physics technique and plasma processing cover all problems of theory

experiments and applications of microwave discharges and yield the state of the art trends
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Gas Discharge Physics 1991

this book describes the physical mechanism of high frequency radio frequency capacitive discharge rfcd of low and medium

pressure and the properties of discharge plasma in detail the main properties and characteristics of rfcd the features of electric

breakdown in a high frequency field are also investigated the properties of near electrode layers of a spatial discharge the nature

of the electric field in them and the processes of charge transport to electrodes are explored the work is intended for scientists

engaged in gas discharge physics and low temperature plasmas graduate students and students of physics physical chemistry and

relevant specialties

Physics of Radiofrequency Capacitive Discharge 2018-05-23

electric glow discharges glows can be found almost everywhere from atmospheric electricity to modern plasma technologies and

have long been the object of research the main purpose of this book is to provide simple illustrations of the basic physical

mechanisms and principles that determine the properties of electric glow discharges it should enable readers to successfully

participate in scientific and technical progress

Introduction to the Kinetics of Glow Discharges 2018-08-20

here is both a textbook for beginners and a handbook for specialists in plasma physics and gaseous electronics the book contains

much useful data results of experiments and calculations and reference data it provides estimates of typical parameters and

formulas in forms suitable for computations gas discharges of all important types are discussed breakdown glow arc spark and
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corona at radio frequency microwave and optical frequences the generation of plasma and its application to high power gas lasers

are treated in detail

Gas Discharge Physics 1991

the series texts and monographs in theoretical physics collects advanced texts on selected topics from the broad and varied field

of theoretical physics the works in the series will enable the readers to get a deep understanding of current topics in theoretical

physics with a special emphasis on recent developments they are aimed at advanced students and researchers in theoretical and

mathematical physics and can also serve as secondary reading for lectures and seminars at post graduate levels

Theoretical and Computational Physics of Gas Discharge Phenomena 2020-05-05

this book presents the theory of gas discharge plasmas in a didactical way it explains the processes in gas discharge plasmas a

gas discharge plasma is an ionized gas which is supported by an external electric field therefore its parameters are determined by

processes in it the properties of a gas discharge plasma depend on its gas component types of external fields their geometry and

regimes of gas discharge fundamentals of a gas discharge plasma include elementary radiative and transport processes which are

included in its kinetics influence they are represented in this book together with the analysis of simple gas discharges these

general principles are applied to stationary gas discharge plasmas of helium and argon the analysis of such plasmas under certain

conditions is theoretically determined by numerical plasma parameters for given regimes and conditions
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Theory of Gas Discharge Plasma 2014-11-17

this is an up to date review of studies in the physics of pulsed electrical discharges in a vacuum it gives the reader detailed

information on the processes occurring at electrodes and in vacuum gaps and on the mechanisms of discharge initiation and

development modern techniques and equipment are described in detail their high temporal and spatial resolution may be used to

solve a number of problems concerning the short term and microscopic aspects of discharges a summary is given of a great deal

of experimental data on the kinetics of vacuum breakdown the authors used these results to identify a series of steps in the

vacuum breakdown phenomenon they were the first to discover and describe the explosive electron emission phenomenon and to

show its fundamental role in the spark and the arc stages of a discharge the information in this book may encourage the reader to

design new experiments the results presented may be applied to solve specific research or engineering problems

Pulsed Electrical Discharge in Vacuum 1989

absorbing monograph by expert sets forth most of known properties of lightning cloud and lightning charges stepped leader return

stroke dart leader lightning on other planets thunder more 144 illustrations

The Glow Discharge 1966

this book resulted from the nato advanced research workshop on electron kinetics and applications of glow discharges held in st

petersburg russia on may 19 23 1997 glow discharges have found widespread applications in many technological processes from

the manufacture of semiconductors to recent developments in na technology to the traditional fields of gas lasers and discharge
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lamps consequently the interest in the physics of glow discharges has experienced yet another resurgence of interest while the

non equilibrium character of glow discharges is widely accepted the opinion still prevails that the main features can be captured by

fluid models and that kinetic treatments are only required for the understanding of subtle details the erroneousness of this belief is

demonstrated by the failure of fluid models to describe many basic features of glow discharges such as for instance electrode

phenomena striations and collisionless heating effects an adequate description of glow discharges thus has to be of kinetic nature

The Lightning Discharge 2012-08-21

this is an up to date review of studies in the physics of pulsed electrical discharges in a vacuum it gives the reader detailed

information on the processes occurring at electrodes and in vacuum gaps and on the mechanisms of discharge initiation and

development modern techniques and equipment are described in detail their high temporal and spatial resolution may be used to

solve a number of problems concerning the short term and microscopic aspects of discharges a summary is given of a great deal

of experimental data on the kinetics of vacuum breakdown the authors used these results to identify a series of steps in the

vacuum breakdown phenomenon they were the first to discover and describe the explosive electron emission phenomenon and to

show its fundamental role in the spark and the arc stages of a discharge the information in this book may encourage the reader to

design new experiments the results presented may be applied to solve specific research or engineering problems

Electron Kinetics and Applications of Glow Discharges 2006-04-11

the book describes the main physical processes and phenomena in pulsed electric breakdown the knowledge and the control of

the electric breakdown of liquids is important not only for the insulation inside power systems but it is also used for the creation
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and information of high voltage and high current pulses such high voltage micro and nanosecond pulses find wide application in

experimental physics electro discharge technology physics of dielectrics radar detection and ranging high speed photography

Pulsed Electrical Discharge in Vacuum 1989

physical models of gas discharge processes in gas flows and numerical simulation methods which are used for numerical

simulation of these phenomena are considered in the book significant attention is given to a solution of two dimensional problems

of physical mechanics of electric arc radio frequency micro wave and optical discharges as well as to investigation of

electrodynamic structure of direct current glow discharges problems of modern computational magnetohydrodynamics mhd are

considered also prospects of the different kinds of discharges use in aerospace applications are discussed this book is intended

for scientists and engineers concerned with physical gas dynamics physics of the low temperature plasma and gas discharges and

also for students and post graduate students of physical and technical specialties of universities

Impulse Breakdown of Liquids 2007-09-21

plasma methods that effectively combine ultraviolet radiation active chemicals and high electric fields offer an alternative to

conventional water treatment methods however knowledge of the electric breakdown of liquids has not kept pace with this

increasing interest mostly due to the complexity of phenomena related to the plasma breakdown process plasma discharge in

liquid water treatment and applications provides engineers and scientists with a fundamental understanding of the physical and

chemical phenomena associated with plasma discharges in liquids particularly in water it also examines state of the art plasma

assisted water treatment technologies the physics applications of underwater plasma discharges the first part of the book
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describes the physical mechanism of pulsed electric breakdown in water and other liquids it looks at how plasma is generated in

liquids and discusses the electronic and bubble mechanism theories for how the electric discharge in liquid is initiated the second

part of the book focuses on various water treatment applications including decontamination of volatile organic compounds and

remediation of contaminated water microorganism sterilization and other biological applications cooling water treatment drawing

extensively on recent research this one stop reference combines the physics and applications of electric breakdown in liquids in a

single volume it offers a valuable resource for scientists engineers and students interested in the topic of plasmas in liquids

Computational Physics of Electric Discharges in Gas Flows 2012-12-19

proceedings of a nato arw held in vimeiro portugal may 11 15 1992

Plasma Discharge in Liquid 2017-12-19

a thorough update of the industry classic on principles of plasma processing the first edition of principles of plasma discharges and

materials processing published over a decade ago was lauded for its complete treatment of both basic plasma physics and

industrial plasma processing quickly becoming the primary reference for students and professionals the second edition has been

carefully updated and revised to reflect recent developments in the field and to further clarify the presentation of basic principles

along with in depth coverage of the fundamentals of plasma physics and chemistry the authors apply basic theory to plasma

discharges including calculations of plasma parameters and the scaling of plasma parameters with control parameters new and

expanded topics include updated cross sections diffusion and diffusion solutions generalized bohm criteria expanded treatment of

dc sheaths langmuir probes in time varying fields electronegative discharges pulsed power discharges dual frequency discharges
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high density rf sheaths and ion energy distributions hysteresis and instabilities helicon discharges hollow cathode discharges

ionized physical vapor deposition differential substrate charging with new chapters on dusty plasmas and the kinetic theory of

discharges graduate students and researchers in the field of plasma processing should find this new edition more valuable than

ever

Microwave Discharges 2013-11-21

the first publication of its kind in the field this book describes comprehensively and systematically radio frequency rf capacitive gas

discharges of intermediate and low pressure and their application to gas laser excitation and to plasma processing text presents

the physics underlying rf discharges along with techniques for obtaining such discharges experimental methods and results and

theoretical and numerical modeling findings radio frequency capacitive discharges is written by well known specialists in the field

authors of many theoretical and experimental works they provide simple and clear discussions of complicated physical phenomena

a complete review on the state of the art is included this interesting new book can be used as a textbook for students and

postgraduates and as a comprehensive guidebook by specialists

Principles of Plasma Discharges and Materials Processing 2005-04-08

gas discharge plasma is the most common type of low temperature plasma with a large number of practical applications covering

almost all areas of modern science and technology this book is an introduction to the numerical modeling methods for gas

discharge plasmas it is intended to assist and direct graduate students and junior researchers whose research activity deals with

computational plasma physics topics covered include the essentials of basic modelling approaches particle fluid and hybrid for gas
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discharges and the implementation of these methods with examples of glow dc and rf discharges numerical studies of nonlinear

dynamics and formation of spatio temporal patterns in gas discharge systems are also presented key features focuses solely on

gas discharge plasmas covers basic modelling techniques including particle fluid and hybrid provides details of applications and

implementation for the considered methods special emphasis is given to the applicability and reliability of different modelling

techniques provides specific examples of numerical simulations of the gas discharge plasmas

Radio-Frequency Capacitive Discharges 1995-02-24

this book describes the physical mechanism of high frequency radio frequency capacitive discharge rfcd of low and medium

pressure and the properties of discharge plasma in detail the main properties and characteristics of rfcd the features of electric

breakdown in a high frequency field are also investigated the properties of near electrode layers of a spatial discharge the nature

of the electric field in them and the processes of charge transport to electrodes are explored the work is intended for scientists

engaged in gas discharge physics and low temperature plasmas graduate students and students of physics physical chemistry and

relevant specialties

Introduction Simulation Methods Gas Di 2020-12-07

gas discharges are of interest for many processes in mechanics manufacturing materials science and aerophysics to understand

the physics behind the phenomena is of key importance for the effective use and development of gas discharge devices this

worktreats methods of computational modeling of electrodischarge processes and dynamics of partially ionized gases these

methods are necessary to tackleproblems of physical mechanics physics of gas discharges and aerophysics particular attention is
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given to a solution of two dimensional problems of physical mechanics of glow discharges the use ofglow discharges in aerospace

technology is discussed as well

Fundamental Processes of Electrical Discharge in Gases 1939

the book is dedicated to results of fundamental investigations in the field of dense low temperature plasma and their technical

applications it also includes technical applications of the results in the following areas 1 pulse discharges high power pulse plasma

generators with power up to 10 gw and currents up to 3 ma have been created their application in new plasma technologies

creation of electric physical systems of bodies hyper acceleration on the basis of electric discharge and combined units blowing of

cones x ray and uv generation 2 discharge in flows stationary ac in three phase powerful generators from 1 kw up to 80 mw

working on various media new plasma technologies are developed on the basis of these plasma generators these plasma

technologies are used for processing and neutralisation of highly toxic waste synthesis gas co h2 and hydrogen production from

organic containing waste for treatment of coals and slates for application in power engineering and production of liquid fuels 3

pulse discharge in liquids creation of devices for bactericidal water treatment and also for generation charged oxide nanoparticles

and their applications in medicine researches in the field of biology genetics and oncology

Physics of Radiofrequency Capacitive Discharge 2018-05-23

investigations into electrical discharges in gases is a compilation of scientific articles that covers the advances in the investigation

of the fundamental processes occurring in electrical discharges in gases and vapors the book details the different aspects of the

whole life cycle of an arc which include the initiation of a discharge its transition into an arc the lateral spread of the arc column
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and the recovery of electric strength after extinction of an arc the text also discusses the methods for the dynamic measurement of

vapor density in the vicinity of electrical discharges along with the method for determining the surface current density at an anode

the selection will be of great use to researchers and practitioners of disciplines that deal with basic gas discharge

Computational Physics of Electric Discharges in Gas Flows 2013

market scientists engineers and graduate students involved in the phenomenon of plasma physics this 1966 reference work is a

compilation of some of the most important plasma physics measurements published during the late 1950s and the early 1960s it

offers a wealth of useful information on elastic collision and charge transfer cross sections mobility and diffusion electron

attachment and detachment and recombination numerous fundamental principles make this a much consulted handbook on the

physical phenomena measurements and properties of plasma physics

Physics and Technology of High-current Discharges in Dense Gas Media and Flows

2009

an advanced study institute on radiative processes in discharge plasmas was held at the atholl palace hotel pitlochry perthshire

scotland june 23 through july 5 1985 this publication is the pro ceedings from that institute the institute was attended by eighty five

participants and lecturers representing the united states canada france west germany greece the netherlands portugal turkey the

united kingdom and switzerland a distinguished faculty of eighteen lecturers was assembled and the topical program organized

with the assistance of an advisory committee composed of dr john waymouth usa dr timm teich switzerland dr arthur phelps usa dr
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nicol peacock england professor erich kunhardt usa dr anthony hyder usa and dr arthur guenther usa the underlying theme and

objective of the institute was the enhance ment of scientific communication and exchange among academic industrial and national

laboratory groups having a common concern for radiative processes in discharge plasmas the program was organized into four

major sessions sequentially treating the fundamental science of visible and near visible radiation in plasmas the technology of

discharge light sources recent and novel methods for the generation of plasmas and an update on advances in laser based

diagnostics each major session culmi nated in a panel discussion comprised of the lecturers for that session

Investigations Into Electrical Discharges in Gases 2013-10-22

lightning physics and lightning protection presents a comprehensive and up to date review of lightning including its hazards and

protection techniques the authors first discuss the effectiveness of conventional protective measures supply technical advice and

practical recommendations and explore the prospects for the preventive control of a lightning leader followed by a discussion of

the initiation of a leader and return stroke and subsequent components after including measurements useful for understanding

lightning and its effects the book describes the mechanism of lightning discharge processes it then examines the effects of large

aircraft high voltage lines and other high altitude constructions on lightning trajectory and leader attraction the book concludes by

studying the action of lightning s electrical and magnetic fields and the lightning current on industrial premises power transmission

lines underground communications aircraft and their electrical circuits and the induction of a dangerous overvoltage a clear

straightforward and systematic presentation of complicated material lightning physics and lightning protection provides deep insight

into the physics of lightning simple analytical estimates and a detailed illustration of effects by computer simulation making this

resource essential for those who investigate lightning phenomena and who have to solve practical protection problems
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Basic Data of Plasma Physics 1997-05-07

this book presents the application of pulsed electrical discharges in water and water dispersions of metal nanoparticles in medicine

surgery dentistry and oncology biology and ecology the intensive electrical and shock waves represent a novel technique to

destroy viruses and this way to prepare anti virus vaccines the method of pulsed electrical discharges in water allows to

decontaminate water from almost all known bacteria and spores of fungi being present in human beings the nanoparticles used

are not genotoxic and mutagenic this book is useful for researchers and graduate students

Radiative Processes in Discharge Plasmas 2013-06-29

this 1933 volume is the second of two books making up the third edition of a 1903 original by british physicist sir joseph john

thomson the text was greatly enlarged for this edition which resulted in its division into two parts and incorporates numerous

advances in research relating to the discharge of electricity through gases

Lightning Physics and Lightning Protection 2000-01-01

a uniquely practical book this monograph is the first to describe basic and applied spectroscopic techniques for the study of

physical processes in high frequency electrodeless discharge lamps special attention is given to the construction and optimization

of these lamps a popular source of line spectra and an important tool in ultraprecise optical engineering highlights include

discussions of high precision measurements of gas pressures spectral source lifespan and more
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Pulsed Electrical Discharges for Medicine and Biology 2015-05-15

at the frontiers of physics and chemistry lies the new and rapidly emerging area of complex plasma systems the study of complex

plasma systems that contain colloid nano microscopic particles is now actively pursued in a diverse range of scientific fields oco

from plasma and gas discharge physics to astrophysics materials science and engineering this book highlights in a systematic

insightful and perceptive way the fundamental physics and industrial applications of complex plasmas with emphasis on the

conditions relevant to laboratory gas discharges and industrial plasma reactors it provides a specialized and comprehensive

description of the most recent theoretical experimental and modeling efforts to understand the unique properties of complex

plasma systems involving the stability dynamics and self organization of colloid particles and their associations special attention is

focused on the physical understanding of up to date developments in major technological applications of micron and nano sized

particles each chapter is presented in a concise and comprehensive manner with a categorized overview of the underlying physics

followed by an in depth description the book will appeal to scientists and researchers as well as undergraduate and graduate

students wishing to explore the flourishing interdisciplinary field of complex plasma systems

Conduction of Electricity Through Gases: Volume 2, Ionisation by Collision and the

Gaseous Discharge 2013-06-13

gas discharge plasma is the most common type of low temperature plasma with a large number of practical applications covering

almost all areas of modern science and technology this book is an introduction to the numerical modeling methods for gas

discharge plasmas it is intended to assist and direct graduate students and junior researchers whose research activity deals with
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computational plasma physics topics covered include the essentials of basic modeling approaches particle fluid and hybrid for gas

discharges and the implementation of these methods with examples of glow dc and rf discharges numerical studies of nonlinear

dynamics and formation of spatio temporal patterns in gas discharge systems are also presented

Practical Spectroscopy of High-Frequency Discharges 2013-03-09

gas discharge plasma is the most common type of low temperature plasma with a large number of practical applications covering

almost all areas of modern science and technology this book is an introduction to the numerical modeling methods for gas

discharge plasmas it is intended to assist and direct graduate students and junior researchers whose research activity deals with

computational plasma physics topics covered include the essentials of basic modelling approaches particle fluid and hybrid for gas

discharges and the implementation of these methods with examples of glow dc and rf discharges numerical studies of nonlinear

dynamics and formation of spatio temporal patterns in gas discharge systems are also presented key features focuses solely on

gas discharge plasmas covers basic modelling techniques including particle fluid and hybrid provides details of applications and

implementation for the considered methods special emphasis is given to the applicability and reliability of different modelling

techniques provides specific examples of numerical simulations of the gas discharge plasmas

Physics and Applications of Complex Plasmas 2005

this book is devoted to a thorough investigation of the physics and applications of the vacuum arc a highly ionized metallic plasma

source used in a number of applications with emphasis on cathode spot phenomena and plasma formation the goal is to

understand the origins and behavior of the various complex and sometimes mysterious phenomena involved in arc formation such
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as cathode spots electrode vaporization and near electrode plasma formation the book takes the reader from a model of dense

cathode plasma based on charge exchange ion atom collisions through a kinetic approach to cathode vaporization and on to metal

thermophysical properties of cathodes this picture is further enhanced by an in depth study of cathode jets and plasma

acceleration the effects of magnetic fields on cathode spot behavior and electrical characteristics of arcs and cathode spot

dynamics the book also describes applications to space propulsion thin film deposition laser plasma generation and

magnetohydrodynamics making this comprehensive and up to date volume a valuable resource for researchers in academia and

industry

Introduction to Simulation Methods for Gas Discharge Plasmas 2020

discharge in long air gaps modelling and applications presents self consistent predictive dynamic models of positive and negative

discharges in long air gaps equivalent models are also derived to predict lightning parameters based on the similarities between

long air gap discharges and lightning flashes macroscopic air gap discharge parameters are calculated to solve electrical empirical

and physical equations and comparisons between computed and experimental results for various test configurations are presented

and discussed this book is intended to provide a fresh perspective by contributing an innovative approach to this research domain

and universities with programs in high voltage engineering will find this volume to be a working example of how to introduce the

basics of electric discharge phenomena
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Introduction to Simulation Methods for Gas Discharge Plasmas 2020-12-13

high power impulse magnetron sputtering fundamentals technologies challenges and applications is an in depth introduction to

hipims that emphasizes how this novel sputtering technique differs from conventional magnetron processes in terms of both

discharge physics and the resulting thin film characteristics ionization of sputtered atoms is discussed in detail for various target

materials in addition the role of self sputtering secondary electron emission and the importance of controlling the process gas

dynamics both inert and reactive gases are examined in detail with an aim to generate stable hipims processes lastly the book

also looks at how to characterize the hipims discharge including essential diagnostic equipment experimental results and

simulations based on industrially relevant material systems are used to illustrate mechanisms controlling nucleation kinetics column

formation and microstructure evolution includes a comprehensive description of the hipims process from fundamental physics to

applications provides a distinctive link between the process plasma and thin film communities discusses the industrialization of

hipims and its real world applications

The Characteristics of Electrical Discharges in Magnetic Fields 1949

as we enter the nanoelectronics era electrostatic discharge esd phenomena is an important issue for everything from micro

electronics to nanostructures this book provides insight into the operation and design of micro gaps and nanogenerators with

chapters on low capacitance esd design in advanced technologies electrical breakdown in micro gaps nanogenerators from esd

and theoretical prediction and optimization of triboelectric nanogenerators the information contained herein will prove useful for for

engineers and scientists that have an interest in esd physics and design
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Plasma and Spot Phenomena in Electrical Arcs 2020-09-05

this book presents two reviews from the cutting edge of russian plasma physics research the first review is devoted to the

mechanisms of transverse conductivity and generation of self consistent electric fields in strongly ionized magnetized plasma the

second review considers numerous aspects of turbulent transport in plasma and fluids this second review is focused on scaling

arguments for describing anomalous diffusion in the presence of complex structures

Discharge in Long Air Gaps 2016

this text is an introduction to the physics of collisional plasmas as opposed to plasmas in space it is intended for graduate students

in physics and engineering the first chapter introduces with progressively increasing detail the fundamental concepts of plasma

physic the motion of individual charged particles in various configurations of electric and magnetic fields is detailed in the second

chapter while the third chapter considers the collective motion of the plasma particles described according to a hydrodynamic

model the fourth chapter is most original in that it introduces a general approach to energy balance valid for all types of discharges

comprising direct current dc and high frequency hf discharges including an applied static magnetic field the basic concepts

required in this fourth chapter have been progressively introduced in the previous chapters the text is enriched with approx 100

figures and alphabetical index and 45 fully resolved problems mathematical and physical appendices provide complementary

information or allow to go deeper in a given subject
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High Power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering 2019-08-28

specialists in different areas of microwave plasma physics technique and plasma processing cover all problems of theory

experiments and applications of microwave discharges and yield the state of the art trends

Electrostatic Discharge 2019-10-02

Reviews of Plasma Physics 2008-07-24

Physics of Collisional Plasmas 2012-06-20

Microwave Discharges 2007-12
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